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Indian Institute of Management Visakhapatnam (IIMV) belongs to the prestigious IIM family 
of business schools. It is a new generation IIM, set up by the Government of India in 
September 2015. At 29th place among the business schools pan-India in the National 
Institutional Ranking Framework 2023 of the Government of India, it is ahead of all new-
generation IIMs established in 2015/2016.  
 
Vision 

• To champion and excel in educating and nurturing entrepreneurial leaders in 
creating innovative solutions for business, government, and society. 

Mission 

• To be a pre-eminent business school focusing on contextually-relevant solutions for 
techno-managerial problems, leveraging global best practices and knowledge 
resources. 

• To foster an environment that encourages creative learning for innovative 
outcomes. 

• To promote relevance and excellence in all academic, research and allied 
knowledge pursuits. 

• To demonstrate commitment to ethical and sustainable management practices. 

• To contribute to professionalization of management education with equity and 
inclusivity as key drivers. 

Values 

• Academic Freedom 

• Equity 

• Excellence 

• Professionalism 

• Sustainability 
 

Courses Offered 
IIM Visakhapatnam offers academic programs in management education, as under: 
a. Post Graduate Program: MBA (PGP): 

The two-year, full-time, residential Post Graduate Programme (MBA), is designed 
to equip students to take on leadership roles in a rapidly changing global scenario. 
For details on course, admission process, fee etc., please visit Institute’s website: 
URL: https://www.iimv.ac.in/pgp   

b. Executive Master of Business Administration (EMBA) for Working Professionals: 
A master’s degree program designed with the objective of imparting management 
education to working executives seeking skills and strategies to make their 
organizations perform well. 
URL: https://www.iimv.ac.in/emba  

c. Post Graduate Program for Experienced Professionals: MBA (PGP-Ex) 
The Post Graduate Program for Experienced Professionals (PGPEx) leading to the 
award of MBA degree offered by IIM Visakhapatnam is a Non-residential weekend 
program. The PGPEx is an excellent opportunity for experienced professionals 
located in and around the City of Visakhapatnam to excel in their career. The 
Program (2022-24) is scheduled to commence from June 2022. 
URL: https://www.iimv.ac.in/pgpex  
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d. Post Graduate Program in Digital Governance: MBA (PGP-DGM) 
The Post Graduate Program in Digital Governance and Management (PGP-DGM), 
leading to the award of Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree was 
launched by the Indian Institute of Management Visakhapatnam (IIMV), an 
institution of national importance, in 2019. This program is launched under the 
aegis of the National e-Governance Division (NeGD), Ministry of Electronics and 
Information Technology (MeitY), Govt. of India (GOI). 
URL: https://www.iimv.ac.in/pgpdgm  

e. PhD Program 
PhD Program of the Indian Institute of Management Visakhapatnam (IIMV) is a 
research-intensive doctoral program aimed at imparting high-quality training in 
research.  
URL: https://www.iimv.ac.in/phd  

f. Executive Education Programs 
IIMV offers tailor-made, custom-designed management development programs 
for industry professionals.  
URL: https://www.iimv.ac.in/about-eep 

g. Mahatma Gandhi National Fellowship Program (MGNF) 
The Institute was awarded on 04/1/2021, a Capacity-building cum Consultancy 
Project by the Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship (MSDE), 
Government of India (GOI), under the Mahatma Gandhi National Fellowship 
(MGNF) Scheme of the Skill Acquisition and Knowledge Awareness for Livelihood 
Promotion (“SANKALP”) Program. 
https://www.iimv.ac.in/mgnf  

 
Institute’s Growth 

• The Institute is constantly expanding its activity profile in scale and scope, offering 
distinctive academic and research programs to meet the current and emerging 
opportunities in the industry and the government.  

• The Institute looks forward to attaining standards of global excellence as enshrined 
in the IIM Act 2017, through its high-quality academic, research, consulting and 
capacity building initiatives, winning, and sustaining in the process, the trust and 
confidence of students, parents, faculty, business, government, and the society at 
large. 

• The Institute is constantly strengthening its academic standards; research 
performance; faculty capacities; and governance processes. 

• At 29th place among the business schools pan-India in the National Institutional 
Ranking Framework 2023 of the Government of India, it is ahead of all new-
generation IIMs established in 2015/2016.  
 

Recruitments 

• The Institute conducts recruitment of Teaching and Non-Teaching staff on regular 
and contract basis.  The various positions open in the Institute are made available 
on Institute’s website under Careers option. 
URL: https://www.iimv.ac.in/careers  

• Institute follows the reservations as per the guidelines issued by the Government of 
India in this regard. 
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Uniqueness of the Institute 
Continuing its journey towards steady progress and growth since its inception in 2015, 
IIM Visakhapatnam has already carved out a niche for itself in the comity of business 
schools of the country, crossing several milestones and maintaining a distinct lead on 
many fronts, as exemplified by: 
1. Vision to champion and excel in educating and nurturing entrepreneurial leaders in 

creating innovative solutions for business, government, and society. 
2. Mission: (a) to be a pre-eminent business school focusing on contextually-relevant 

solutions for techno-managerial problems, leveraging global best practices and 
knowledge resources; (b) to foster an environment that encourages creative 
learning for innovative outcomes; (c) to promote relevance and excellence in all 
academic, research and allied knowledge pursuits; (d) to demonstrate commitment 
to ethical and sustainable management practices;  and (e) to contribute to 
professionalization of management education with diversity, equity and inclusivity 
as key drivers. 

3. Core values of academic freedom, equity, excellence, professionalism and 
sustainability. 

4. Grooming leaders who can contribute as professional managers, entrepreneurs, 
and stewards of existing and emerging enterprises in the private, public, and social 
sectors.  

5. The faculty of the Institute, with PhDs from top notch institutions of India, who 
blend industry experience with their impeccable academic and research 
credentials, and bring real-world knowledge to the classroom, for learning 
outcomes of lasting impact.  

6. Peer-reviewed, high-impact research focused on advancing new  knowledge, 
innovation and thought leadership.  

7. Offer of on-campus programs such as (a) two-year MBA; and (b) two-year Mahatma 
Gandhi National Fellowship program in Public Policy & Management, funded by the 
Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship, GoI.  

8. Offer of full-time PhD program in many management disciplines, supported by the 
University Grants Commission, GoI.  

9. Offer in hybrid mode of: 

• A specialized two-year MBA program in Digital Governance & Management 
sponsored by the Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology, GoI. This 
program is for officers from the civil services of India. 

• A two-year Executive MBA program for working professionals. 

• Many post-graduate certificate programs (four-months to one-year duration) in 
a variety of specializations.  

10. Being a sought-after destination for executive education programs. The sponsors 
include departments of the GoI (e.g., DPE, DoPT, DRDO), large central public sector 
enterprises (e.g., IOCL, HPCL, NTPC, PowerGrid, HSL, MDL, MCL), the Central 
Vigilance Commission, and renowned private sector organizations (e.g., L&T). 

11. Having one of the fastest growing incubators in the country. Committed to 
nurturing and promoting startups, entrepreneurship development initiatives are 
receiving national recognition and funding from the ministries of the GoI as well as 
reputed public and private sector organizations.   

12. Having a first-of-its-kind Board-approved Start-up Policy, with allocation of 1% of 
the budget to an Innovation Fund, to encourage entrepreneurship in students by 
proving them with seed funding and prototype grants.  



13. Recognition as industrial-research organization by the Department of Scientific & 
Industrial Research, GoI. 

14. Having the prestigious Dr B R Ambedkar Chair Professorship endowed by the 
Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment, GoI. 

15. Being a signatory to the PRME (Principles for Responsible Management Education), 
an initiative of the United Nations Global Compact. It also a member of the UN 
Sustainable Development Solutions Network. 

16. Having a 240-acre campus in salubrious, serene, sylvan and scenic surroundings in 
the popular “City of Destiny”, Visakhapatnam, with a beautiful beach one side and 
a majestic hill-range on the other. 

17. Net-zero status in energy, water and carbon footprint once the campus project is 
fully completed this year. 

18. Forging ahead of all new-generation IIMs (for successive years) in the NIRF ranking 
of the MoE, GoI. 

IIM Visakhapatnam is thus a trend-setter and path-breaker! 
 

Institute’s Giving Policy: Unnati – Your Generosity Supports Our Growth 
Institute accepts gifts from Citizens as per the Giving Policy available on Institute’s 
website: 
URL: https://www.iimv.ac.in/uploads/Unnati-IIMV-Giving-Policy.pdf  

          https://www.iimv.ac.in/uploads/Unnati-IIMV-Gifting-Brochure.pdf   
 
Disclosure of Information: 

The institute discloses the information on the activities undertaken by it on its 
website. 
Under the provisions of the RTI Act, the information disclosed is available at: 
URL: https://www.iimv.ac.in/qlinks/rti  

 
How to reach us: 

Feedback/ suggestions/ complaints from all stakeholders is invited by IIM 
Visakhapatnam for continuous improvement of services provided.  
Contact us: 
Transit Campus: 

Indian Institute of Management Visakhapatnam 

Andhra Bank School of Business Building 

Andhra University Campus, Visakhapatnam – 530 003. 

 

Permanent Campus: 

Indian Institute of Management Visakhapatnam 

Gambheeram Village 

Anandapuram Mandal, Visakhapatnam – 531 163 

Phone: +91 891-282 4444, 2824400 
Email: info@iimv.ac.in 
 

Complaints or Grievances if any, received in any mode, will be addressed and redressal will be offered 
on priority. 

-x- 
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